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Raychaudhuri, S. P.—A Short Account of the Agricultural
Methods Practised in Ancient India, 80. VII, pp. 10-17.
[1470
An account of the agricultural methods employed in prehistoric
India is obtained mainly by archaeological evidences, whilst the account
of the times of early Indo-Aryans and the Buddhist and Hindu Kings
are obtained from early vedic and post-Vedic literature.
Rawlinson, H. G,—The History of the 3rd Battalion, 7th
Rajput Regiment (Duke of Connaught's own), pp. 324.
Oxford University Press, 1941.	[1471
"The volume is very well produced, adequately supplied with maps,
and the story is clearly told, if rather fuller accounts of some .of the
Sikh war battles would have been helpful. An interesting appendix
on uniforms is contributed by the regiment's Colonel, Lt-General Sir,
A. Bingley". EHR. LVI, (Oct. 1941), p. 676.
Eegmi, D. R.—How Drink Developed in India: Liquor
Control of the 19th Century. NR. XIV, pp. 40-53. [1472
Discusses the use of drink from the Vedic time, and concludes that
the British Policy of excise administration was,solely responsible for,
the unprecedented rise of drink in India during the iQth century.
Sabnis, R. S. K. &— Find of the Tomb of Ramachandrapanta
Amatya. (Marathi Text). BISMQ. XXII,' Ft. 1, pp. 7-9.
[1473
The spot was unknown till now; recently on the Panhala Fort
in course of some repairs to the Rama Temple owned by the
descendants of Ramachandrapanta, two tombs were discovered, one
of which bears the inscription Sri Raniachandra Nilakantha, which
the author identifies as that of Ramachandrapanta Aiiiatya.
Sankalia, H. D.—Parasika and Simhala. BDCRL II, Pts. 3-4,
pp. 401-404.	[1474
Does not agree  with  the  Baroda   Archaeological  Department with
the identification of Parasika  with Parsis and Simlmla with the Island
of Ceylon.   Discusses the question and leaves the matter unsolved.
Sankar, K. G.—The Hun Invasion of Hinduathan.   NIA. IV,
. Pt. 1, pp. 36-43.	[1475
Attempts to  discover the nucleus of  facts   underlying  the  myth
of the Hun invasion of Hindustan.   Concludes that the  Huns invaded
Hindustan in Gupta year 136, bur were decisively defeated by Skanda-
gupta,   and   that  Toramana and Mihirakula   were   not   Huns   but
Parthiana or Ksatriyas.

